






























Thank you for viewing the picture book "black cat and yellow crow.'' This work was created using a technique called "collage" which 
involves cutting out and compositing photos. This story was created by compressing and reconstructing the characters and motifs 
of the independent film "Lovers Dedicated to Love Song" and its sequel "next chapter" which are approximately 2 hours long. This 
picture book has a great meaning in the independent film "Mahoramatic Non-fiction" that will be released later. Therefore, we have 
released a picture book and a reading video first. 

The main story of the movie was about two helping robots who were abandoned by their masters. The yellow crow is a clown 
wearing a yellow costume, and the black cat is a steady with a black body. It rewrites the events of the two of them meeting and 
living together from her perspective. 

The beginning of the reading video is what happens after the last scene of "Lovers Dedicated to Love Song next chapter". The story 
begins with her blaming herself and cursing the world, and then waking up as an "earthbound spirit." The white book in her hand is 
the embodiment of her thoughts, and once she finishes reading it, it disappears. She continues to look back on her life and wonder 
what she should have done at that time. This led to the later independent film "Mahoramatic Non-fiction". After submitting it to film 
festivals and public exhibitions, it will be released in the winter of 2024. What will the soul of the "Lovers Dedicated to Love Song" 
who call themselves Black Cats and have regrets find out in the extension of their forgiveness after death? Please stay with me for 
just a little while longer. 

2023. November.  Kosuke Jodai 



Lovers Dedicated to Love Song 
Free viewing

LDTLS next chapter 
Free viewing


